
Welcome Packet



Darling Ambassadors live altogether 

beautifully, standing boldly in their worth.

They spread kindness, love, grace, and style 

wherever they go.
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They are conscious consumers and 

active citizens that believe in 

#secondhandfirst and 

#lovedclotheslast.
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They passionately support local 

and cherish handmade goods.
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They are advocates for women supporting women,

for authentic community, and for loving their neighbor.
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Welcome to our team of altogether 

beautiful Ambassadors, darling! We are 

so excited you are apart of this 

growing community!

This packet will give you all the info 

you need to know from the perks to 

posting guidelines.

Read over this packet &

let the fun begin!
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+ Ambassadors are expected to feature Darling on their social 

media platforms -- sharing both original content & our 

content that inspires you, spreading the word about products, 

events, specials, or brand campaigns.

+ Ambassadors are a representation of the brand, expanding our 

reach with their audience.

+ Ambassadors will be provided 2 unique codes: 1 public code for 

your friends + followers to shop online with us, and 1 for your 

personal use in store and online.

+ Occasionally, Ambassadors will be asked to promote specific 

content for the brand.

How It Works
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+ Must be following @shopatdarling on Instagram

+ Must have a public IG profile at all times as an active 

Ambassador, not just at onboarding. 

+ Must follow posting guidelines to maintain Ambassador status.

Darling reserves the right to freeze or end your 

Ambassadorship if these requirements are not upheld. If you 

need to take a social media break, freezing your account is an 

option, just let us know. 

Requirements
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The Perks
The Roots:

Eligible with monthly posting requirements

+ 20% off your personal 

Darling purchases

+ Gifted Darling merch           

After your first month of ambassadorship

+ Exclusive opportunities to 

participate in store events 

and campaigns, photo shoots, 

& so much more!

The Blossoms:

Eligible with monthly posting requirements AND 

minimum monthly sales generated. 

+ When a customer shops with your 

unique code, you earn sales-based 

rewards!

+ Monthly sales generated to earn 

bonus rewards = $500

+ Sales-based rewards could included 

gifted product, gift certificates, & 

exclusive ambassador experiences!  
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Posting Guidelines

+ In all feed posts, tag @shopatdarling in your photo AND caption. 

In all stories, tag @shopatdarling so we can see your stories!

+ In all feed posts and stories, include your public code so your 

followers can shop online with us and you can earn rewards! 

+ Use our hashtag #darlingfinds in your captions.

+ Do not combine with other sponsored posts.

+ Content aesthetic should be of high quality and align with our 

brand, but 100% original and YOU, darling!

+ Minimum posts to feed: twice a month

Examples: shopping trip you took to Darling, something you’re wearing from Darling, 

favorite pieces currently on our website. All original content. No reposting Darling 

content for feed posts.

+ Minimum posts to story: once a week 

Examples: Same content choices as above, mostly original content with the occasional 

re-posting or sharing of our posts to your story. 

See posting ideas page for more!
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Content Ideas!

Original Content Ideas:

+ Behind the scenes shopping trips to Darling on your story

+ #OOTD post - featuring something you’re wearing from Darling

+ Your favorite pieces currently available on our website

+ Doing a try on of what you purchased at Darling on your story

+ A flatlay of styled Darling finds! #darlingfinds

Reposting Ideas:

+ Share a video or post from our feed (i.e. product posts, Darling 

eco chats, staff pics, etc.)

+ Share new secondhand arrivals & local artisan arrivals  

+ Upcoming Darling events, workshops, sales, parties, etc.



Not to be totally negative but here’s a little disclaimer: Ambassador termination is according to Darling’s discretion for reasons such as but not limited to: instagram no longer being public, inappropriate imagery, politically charged posts, etc.

By agreeing to be a Darling Ambassador, I grant Darling worldwide license to: use the images for unlimited digital usage on all digital and web platforms including but not limited to: the Darling website and all social media accounts, as well 
as any offline advertisements. 

Now go & blossom, 

darling!

Remember, you are an extension of Darling's brand. It is our 

hope that your voice will amplify and spread the voice of 

Darling! Keep a close eye on our social media, and you'll know 

what to share out and when! But again, questions? Guidance? 

Ask us! We're here to help you help us! : ) 

Email us at manager@shopatdarling.com.


